The New Sonic YARD BARRIER Emits a Powerful Sonic Blast to keep your pet away from areas that are “off limits”. The heavy duty, water resistant and weatherproof unit may be placed indoors or outdoors on any surface, stake or fence. A sonic blast is triggered by the pet’s Ultrasonic Transmitting Collar as the pet approaches the front face of the unit. The triggering range is adjustable to increase or decrease the area being protected. Dogs and cats are easily trained to Stay Away from the irritating sound!

Please Read Instructions Fully Before Using Your Yard Barrier Outdoor Wireless Sonic Fence.

1. Open battery compartment, located on the right side of the Transmitter, by pressing and pushing in the direction of the arrow and insert a 9 volt battery, making sure the battery connectors inside the compartment are against the connections on the battery.
2. Close the battery compartment by inserting cover and clicking back into place.

3. Push the red “TEST” button to make sure unit is working properly. If you don’t hear the sonic blast, check to make sure battery connectors are properly positioned.

4. Place Transmitter in restricted area. You can screw or velcro to a surface, or tie to a stake or fence. 1 to 2 feet off the ground is a good starting point.

5. Adjust the “RANGE” knob to the desired distance. “0” is off; “1” through “10” produce increasingly longer trigger ranges. Experiment by holding the collar by the strap and moving toward the YARD BARRIER.

6. Place collar on pet, making sure the fit is snug, but not too tight and cut off excess collar length, leaving enough so that collar strap is not too short to place collar on and remove collar from pet’s neck comfortably.